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FACULTY 
HENRY B. BROWN, A. M. 
President of the University 
OLIVER P. KINSEY, A. M. 
Vice-President of the University 
GEORGE D. TIMMONS, Ph. C., B. S. 
Dean of Pharmacy and Professor of Chemistry 
EBER H. WISNER, Ph. C., B. S. 
Professor of Pharmacy and Materia Medica 
MASON L. WEEMS, A. M. 
Professor of Botany and Physiology 
JOHN H. CLOUD, Ph. D. 
Professor of Physics 
WILLIAM 0. SPEER, A. M., Ph. G. 
Professor of Qualitative Analysis 
GROVER C. CHOSTNER, A. B., Ph. C. 
Professor of Quantitative Analysis 
CHARLES H. DEWITT, M. S. 
Professor of Bacteriology 
LEE F. BENNETT, A. M. 
Professo1' of Geology and Mineralogy 
KATHERINE E. CARVER, A. M. 
Professor of Latin 
GERTRUDE E. ABY, Ph. B. 
Professor of French 
JOHN E. ROESSLER, A. M. 
Prof e sor of German 
ALPHEUS A. WILLIAMS, A. M. 
Professor of Commercial Law and Accounting 
GERALD H. STONER, Ph. G., M. D. 
Professor of Therapeutics and Toxicology 
JOH L. SAHM, Ph. G. 
Professor of Commercial Pharmacy 
JOH BOMA , LL. B. 
Profe sor of Pharmaceutical Jurisprudence 
CALENDAR 
Fall Quarter 
September 18th, 1917, to December 6th, 1917. 
Organization of classes and assignments made,, Tuesday, Septem-
ber 18th. 
Thanksgiving Holiday, Thursday, November 29th. 
Fall Quarter closes, Thursday, December 6th, 1917. 
Winter Quarter 
December 11th, 1917, to February 28th, 1918. 
Organization of classes and assignments made, Tuesday, Decem-
ber 11th. 
Christmas Holiday, December 25th. 
Winter Quarter closes, Thursday, February 28th, 1918. 
Spring Quarter 
March 5th, 1918, to May 23rd, 1918. 
Organization and assignments, Tuesday, March 5th. 
Finals in Chemistry, Pharmacy, and Materia Medica, May 15th, 
16th and 17th. 
Baccalaureate Sermon, Sunday, May 19th. 
Class Exhibit, Tuesday, May 21st. 
Alumni Banquet, Tuesday evening, May 21st. 
Commencement for Graduate in Pharmacy Course, May 22, 1918. 
Summer Quarter 
May 28th, 1918, to August 15th, 1918. 
Organization and assignments, Tuesday, May 28th. 
Final ExaminatiOJ1s, August 12th, 13th and 14th. 
General Alumni Banquet, Thursday, August 15th. 
Commencement for Pharmaceutical Chemist Course, and Bachelor 
of Science in Pharmacy Course, Thursday, August 15th, 
1918. 
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY 
In the fall of 1873 a school was organized in Valparaiso, Indi-
ana, which is now known as Valparaiso University. This ·Insti-
tution has never received financial aid from the State nor a dollar 
of endowment from any source. It has grown steadily from its 
inception, and now offers exceptional educational opportunities. 
The first year's enrollment was thirty-five students. The school 
year, 1916-17 found nearly six thousand different students regu-
larly enrolled. Its greatest advertisement is the host of satisfied 
students sent out from its walls, and its greatest asset ·a grateful 
alumni. 
These facts are conclusive evidence of the high merit of the 
Institution. Steady growth and unparalleled prosperity could not 
continue for over a third of a century unless the work offered 
and the equipment furnished were such as to satisfy the .real 
needs of the average student. 
Location 
Valparaiso is situated in N orthe1·n Indiana, about fourteen 
miles from the southern shore of Lake Michigan. The climate is 
ideal. Surrounding the little city is a prosperous farming com-
munity, while an hour's ride takes one to the metropolis of the west, 
Chicago. Valparaiso is reached by three railways, the Pennsyl-
vania, the Grand Trunk and the Nickel Plate, and because of 
the volume of passenger traffic made largely by the University, 
most through trains stop, thus greatly increasing traveling fa-
cilities. 
Valparaiso 
Valparaiso is a pro perous city of nearly ten thousand people. 
It has well paved street , cement walks, a complete sewerage sy -
tern, both gas and electric lighting plants, interurban street car 
service, and an excellent water supply doubly safeguarded by an 
expensive filter plant. Its public chool system is a model, and 
three beautiful city school building are supported, in addition to 
two parochial schools. Eight churche are located within the city 
limits. The new Carnegie Library · located but a few block 
from the University. 
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The University 
The material equipment of the University includes more than 
a dozen large buildings, each constructed and arranged for its 
special purpose. There are over one hundred regular instructors 
on the teaching staff, any one of whom can be reached by a mem-
ber of the student body in need of private assistance in his school 
work. Even the President and the Vice-President of this Uni-
versity are to be found in the public office and accessible to the 
humblest student durin~ every hour of thP. business day. The 
long established policy of this University is to assist the student 
in every way possible in quickly finding the work he seeks and 
for which he is particularly fitted. 
Schools 
There are now established and in active operation more than 
a dozen departmental schools. Among these may be mentioned 
Classic, Scientific, Educational, Law, Medicine, Pharmacy, Den-
tistry, Engineering, Manual Training, Music, Art, Commercial, 
Phonography, Domestic Science, AgTiculture, etc. 
ocietie 
ollege Fraternities of all kind have never existed in the 
University, and are not only discouraged but barred. State and 
Sectional societies, for example, the Illinois Society, the Southern 
Society, the New England Society, the Texas Society, etc., are 
encouraged, and rooms are furnished at reasonable intervals for 
their meetings and programs. Many other ocietie of variou 
kinds exist, among which are the German Society, the Interna-
tional Society, the Catholic Society, and the Sci ntific Society. 
In this connection may be mention d the Young M n' hri -
tian Association, which occupies its own building, and th oung 
Women's Ch1·istian A sociation, an activ organization which o 
much to promote the welfare of college women. 
thletic 
While the policy of the Univer ity ba alway be n opp 
to college athle ic in the ordinary acceptance of the term, u 
ncouragement is given to uch outdoor port a ar not incon-
i tent with normal college activiti . The ni er i y ark, in 
which are found the ba eball field, a new quarter mil track and the 
tennis courts i si uated ~ f ' block from the campu . n 
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interdepartmental baseball league is maintained, which includes 
teams from most of the departments. 
A large gym 90x120 feet, has recently been erected in which 
basket ball is played in season. 
Sager's Lake, a beautiful body of water located about one-
half mile from the University, offers splendid opportunities for 
rowing and swimming in summer and for skating in winter. 
University Band and Orchestra 
A very large Music Department ma~es it possible to support 
these organizations. Anyone fairly skilled in the use of a musical 
instrument may become a member and receive, without any ex-
pense, training from the director and the practice afforded by fre-
quent rehearsals. Uniforms are furnished, and to a limited extent, 
band instruments as well, but it is suggested that the student 
bring with him the musical instrument he desires to use. A 
college choir and German Maennerchor give to those interested 
in vocal music, without any additional tuition, most excellent 
training, amounting in some respects almost to private instruction. 
THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
The School of Pharmacy graduated its first class in 1893, 
and originally offered a fifty weeks' course. This department 
has grown with the University as well as with the times, and 
now offers, and has offered for some years past, a two years' 
course, the fifty weeks' course havin~ been discontinued in 1908. 
There is also offered ·a Pharmaceutical Chemist Course covering 
two years of forty-eight weeks each, and a Bachelor of Science in 
Pharmacy Course covering three years of forty-eight weeks each. 
All recitations and laboratory periods are fixed between the hours 
of 6:30 A. M. and 6:00 P. M. Hours not scheduled for class 
work during the day, as well as evenings and Saturdays, are at 
the student's disposal for home study and recreation. The in-
struction periods are properly apportioned to the th1·ee majors, 
chemistry, pharmacy and materia medica. How well thi is ac-
complished may be seen by a careful study of the curriculum by 
hours as shown on pages 18-20. 
The Faculty 
The faculty is made up of regular resident men who make 
teaching a profession, and not of pharmacists and phy icians who 
make the giving of instruction a secondary matter. However, 
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those teachers having most to do with pharmaceutical training 
are registered pharmacists with experience as owners and man-
agers of pharmacies. 
Equipment 
The School of Pharmacy is housed in commodious quarters, 
the building being a substantial brick and stone structure, 60x120 
feet, three stories high, heated with steam and lighted by both 
gas and electricity. It was first occupied in 1902. It contains 
the various lecture rooms and laboratories in which the pharmacy 
work is presented, with the exception of botany, physiology and 
bacteriology. These subjects are taught in the large Auditorium 
building directly across the street and in the Medical Building 
immediately adjacent. Convenient accessibility of all class rooms 
and laboratories must be recognized as a factor, and is here made 
a prominent feature. The main lecture room for chemi try is 
40x60 feet, with raised floor, desk seats for one hundred ninety-
two students, black boa1·d on all sides of the r oom, and a well 
equipped lecture desk, supply and apparatus cases and stei:eop-
ticon. The main chemical laboratory, 40x60 feet, ha capacity 
for two hundred eighty-eight students working at different hours 
of the day, no two having to use the same locker or apparatus. 
The pharmacy laboratory, 40x60, i equipped for two hundred 
fifty-two students working in different sections, no two u ing the 
same apparatus or locker. The e room have window in th1· e 
sides, insuring ample ventilation. The quantitative an lytical labo-
ratory accommodates one hundred sixty-two tudents. In all th e 
laboratories each individual desk is supplied with ga , running 
water, and waste trough, thus avoicling numerou trip and un-
necessary delay at a general water supply and g n ral wa t 
trough. Convenient to the quantitative laboratory i locat d th 
balance room, equipped with ixteen high grade artoriu , and 
Becker balance , the use of which in ure that high egr e of 
accuracy nece ary to make practical th work p1· nted. Th 
laboratorie are well equipped with hood ·o that noxiou 
may be removed. 
The dispen ing laboratory has lately b en remodel d 
equipped with regular di pen ing cabinet 
ances of the up-to-date pre cription ca . cabinet ext n 
tirely around the room filled with th regular 
retail pharmacy. Each laboratory ha it i r om or tor r om 
immediately adjac n to it, o that th tud nt i not omp ll 
lo e the time nece ary for trip to tor 
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materia medica room is fitted up with individual desks and lockers 
for pharmacognosy. It · also contains large display cabinets of 
chemicals and crude drugs, open to the close inspection of the 
student at any time. Besides these there are also display cab-
inets of chemical and pharmaceutical apparatus convenient to all 
students interested. 
On the same floor is a large general museum of especial in-
terest to the student of chemistry and pharmacy because of the 
collection of minerals contained therein. Special separate lab-
oratories are provided for work in physics, botany, physiology 
and bacteriology. All these laboratories are adequately equip-
ped with material and apparatus, each of the last three named 
having separate microscope equipment of the celebrated Bausch 
and Lomb manufacture. The student body has at its disposal a 
total of eighty-four high grade microscopes in these laboratories. 
The departments of Physics, Chemistry, Botany and Bacteri-
ology have each a stereopticon in their respective lecture rooms. 
Library and ~fuseuin 
The general college library of 12,000 books, which includes a 
well equipped pharmaceutic library, is open to the pharmacy 
student, as is also the museum. Practically all the pharmacy 
journals are taken, and these are kept in the pharmacy building 
at the disposal of students of pharmacy only, and arrangements 
are made whereby they may be taken out for a limited time for 
home reading. There is also an excellent working card indexed 
library of chemistry and pharmacy text and reference bpok of 
more than 300 volumes kept in the pharmacy building for the 
greater convenience of this department. 
Besides the school librarie the entire equipment of th ar-
negie Library i also at the dispo al of the student body. 
tudy Trip 
Annual excursions to manufacturing plants, both ch mical 
and pharmaceutical, aTe arranged for by the faculty and attend d 
at the option of the individual student. In this way practical 
information is acquired regarding the preparation of ch mical 
and galenicals upon a commercial basi . Itineraries are o ar-
ranged that several plant are visited each trip o that maximum 
benefit is obtained at minimum expen e. Each y ar a vi it i 
planned to the large pharmaceutical laboratorie and manufa tur-
ing plant of etroit, Michigan. Proximi y to hi ago a. v 11 
to th great oil r fin rie , iron an t e) roducing lant , 
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ment works, etc., offers special inducement to those interested in 
the industrial applications of their chemistry and pharmacy. 
The Valparaiso Pharmaceutical Association 
The organization has for its object the promotion of social 
intercourse as well as the stimulation of profe ional interest 
among the students of pharmacy. It is purely a student organiza-
tion and any student in the department is eligible for member-
ship. The society meets twice monthly, and the program pre-
pared are always both interesting and instructive. In addition 
to student programs and lectures by the faculty the Association 
is addressed during the year by men of prominence in pharma-
ceutical cir cles. Among these may be mentioned John Uri Lloyd, 
manufacturing pharmacist; W. B. Day, form r president of the 
American Pharmaceutical Association; L. E. Warren, chemist in 
the laboratory of the American Medical As ociation; 0. V. R. 
Smith, with Par ke, Davis & Co.; N. I. Taylor, with Fred rick 
Stearns & Co.; N. S. Am tutz, research engineer; J. A. Hyne , 
chief chemist U. S. Service, Chicago port of entry; H. E. arnard, 
Indiana Food and Drug Commissioner; G. H. Hoover, chi f chemi t 
Chicago division U. S. Food and Drug Cornmi ion; F. odd , 
secretary Illinois Board of Pharmacy; F. A. Miller, botani t Eli 
Lilly & Co.; and Hugh Craig, Thomas Potts and J. M. Barrett of 
the National A sociation of Retail Druggists. Beside the e lec-
tures given under the auspices of the Association, general lectur 
are occasionally delivered by such men as r. J. N. Hurty, of the 
Indiana State Board of Health, urgeon L. L. Lurn den of the U. 
S. Public Health ervice, and Dr. H. W. Wney, late chi f of the 
bureau of chemistry. 
The student library in the Pharmacy buildin wa mad po -
sible by thi ociety. A nucleus of one hundr d dollar wa do-
nated from their trea ury which ha ince be n dde I to very ma-
terially, thu firmly e tabli hing an xcellent working library to 
which the student has convenient acce . 
Pharmacy a a Profe ion 
To young men and women who have not y t rna 
of a vocation, Pharmacy i · comm nded for 
In the e day orne dis us. ion i heard of 
prediction i ometime made tha in a hort tim 
no longer be u d. If tho e who make 
informed a to the length of time d ot d to mat ria m cli 
therapeutic in the curriculum of the mod rn m di al 
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they would be convinced that the day when drugs will be dis-
carded is indeed far in the future. While it is doubtless true 
that the abuse of drugs will be discouraged to an even greater 
extent than at present, it is also true that the intelligent use of 
carefully prepared and standardized medical products will as-
sume a greater importance. The sale of drugs by irresponsible 
persons such as peddlers and general storekeepers will be re-
stricted or forbidden, leaving this business to properly qualified 
pharmacists. Remuneration for competent drug clerks is higher 
at the present time than ever before. FurtheTmore, the man 
working on a salary has an opportunity, if he exercises industry 
and thrift, of entering business on his own account with every 
prospect of success. It should be noterl also, that while a ma-
jority of pharmacy graduates devote themselves to retail phar-
macy, there are other opportunities open to them. Among the 
graduates of the School of Pharmacy may be found a con-
siderable number who hold positions as traveling salesmen for 
wholesale drug firms and pharmaceutical manufacturers, chem-
ists in laboratories of manufacturing pharmacists and in other 
chemical laboratories, chemists in food and drug laboratories, 
teachers of pharmacy, chemistry, etc. While the department 
does not obligate itself to secure employment for graduates, the 
demand by employers for its graduates is usually far in excess 
of its ability to upply. If the classes were several times as laTge 
as at present there would be little difficulty in finding positions 
for all completing the cour e. 
eces ity for ollege Training 
The Federal Pure Food and Drugs Act together with similar 
State Food and Drug Laws make d mands upon the pharmaci t 
that can be met only by a colle trained man. The e together 
with the more stringent pharmacy law recently enacted in very 
many of th tates and a general public awakening to the need 
of accurate and reliable analytic work are ur ly sign pointing 
in but one dir ction. Thi ondition i being thoroughly recog-
nized by th legi latur of many tate , and in some in tance 
ther i already a legal demand that th candidate appearing for 
examination before the tate board be a graduate of a college 
of pharmacy. The advi ability of anticipating uch a condition 
appeal to every one. 
The pharmaci t mu t b mor than a mere ale man. He i 
held re pon ible for h dru di pensed by him, and mu t there-
fore be qualifi d to judge of their identity, trength and purity. 
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There already exists a demand, certain to be increased in the 
near future, for college trained pharmacists. This demand on 
the part of the public will in time be made universally statutory. 
While . all these requirements and demands upon the pharmacists 
make it somewhat more difficult to enter the profession, the am-
.bitious person will not allow this to deter him. After he has 
prepared himself he finds that his professional standing and re-
muneration are gTeater because of these laws, and further that 
there is a compensation in the protection of these very laws which 
at first seemed somewhat exacting. 
At the present time there is an ever increasing demand for 
the chemist. In no line of human endeavor is expert knowledge 
so sorely needed. In the Pharmaceutical Chemist Course, the stu-
dent receives such intensive and yet such varied training as will 
qualify him for responsible positions. In this course the blend-
ing of the chemistry with other sciences closely akin makes it 
an exceedingly desirable choice, and particularly, just at this 
critical time. 
The University Year 
The University year is of four terms of twelve we ks each. 
This corresponds to the Pharmaceutical Chemist year, which 
cour e covers two such years. The Graduate in Pharmacy year 
includes three terms of twelve weeks each, beginning in Septem-
ber and closing in May. Two such years are required for grad-
uation, with an interim of three months between the junior and 
senior years. 
Each term opens on a Tuesday at 8:30 A. M. By :five o'clock 
all classes a1~e met, organiz d and lessons assigned, so that regu-
lar lectures and recitations begin Wednesday and continue during 
that week and including Saturday. For the following ten w eks 
. classes are held five days a week, with occasional laboratory work 
given on Saturday. During the twelfth week term examination 
are held and on Thm·sday the quarter closes. The succeeding t rm 
opens the following Tuesday. 
Classes are taught from 6:30 in the morning until 6: at 
night. This does not mean that a student neces arily take either 
a 6:30 A. M. or 5 P. M. clas . That is usually optional, a other 
sections of the same work are almost always obtainable at other 
periods of the day. The only holidays gr anted throughout the 
Pharmacy year are Thank giving ay and hri tmas ay. It 
will thus be seen that there i given in this School an actual 
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number of hours far greater than the usual nine months' course 
really contains. 
Texts 
Text books in many instances may be rented. In other cases 
books may be purchased and later sold to succeeding students at 
prices that leave a net loss practically amounting to rent. The 
best and latest texts are insisted upon. The books recommended 
and used are found listed in the description of the various 
courses. 
Student Employment 
Where the yearly attendance approximates six thousand dif-
ferent students, it is apparent that many opportunities present 
themselves to the student who desires to economize. At this 
institution work is encouraged, and the student who finds any 
honorable employment to assist in making his way receives as 
much consideration from classmates and teachers as does the 
student who has no need to work for his expenses. The Univer-
sity gladly assists deserving students in finding employment. 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION 
Four courses of instruction are offered in the School of Phar-
macy, viz., Graduate in Pharmacy (Ph. G.), Pharmaceutical Chem-
ist (Ph. C.), Post-Graduate, and the Bachelor of Science in Phar-
macy, (B. S. in Pharm.), Course. 
Courses for the Degree of Graduate in Pharmacy (Ph. G.) 
This is the most popular cour e in the Department of Phar-
macy because it is the one designed to prepare the student for the 
duties of the retail pharmacist. 
While this course is not planned especially for the purpose of 
fitting students for examination, those who complete it should 
be able to pa s any state board, and are qualified to fill respon ible 
position . 
This course comprises two year of nine months each, or sev-
enty-two weeks. The year is divided into three term of twelve 
we ks each, with an interim of three months between Junior and 
Senior year . 
The curriculum i o arranged that the subject pursued 
prepare the student for the tudie to be taken up in the uc-
ceeding term , thu preserving logical sequence in the order in 
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which the different subjects in the course in Pharmacy are pre-
sented. It is also arranged in conformity to the outline given in 
the Pharmaceutical Syllabus. However, in eveTy instance there 
is offered and required a far greater number of hours than that 
indicated in the outline given by the National Committee. To a 
very limited extent students may elect certain branches in other 
departments of the University in the place of branches in the 
curriculum. They also have the pTivilege of taking additional 
work without extra charge, with the exception of pTivate instruc-
tion in music, etc. 
Succession of Studies in the Course for the Degree of Graduate in 
Pharmacy 
Junior Year 
First Term-Inorganic Chemistry I, Experimental Chemistry, 
Chemistry Drill, Botany I, Botany Laboratory, Elementary Latin. 
Second Term-Inorganic Chemistry IV, Expe1·imental Chem-
istry II, Analytical Chemistry I (Qualitative), Botany II, Botany 
Laboratory, Pharmaceutical Latin. 
Third Term-Inorganic Chemistry III, Analytical Chemistry 
II (Gravimetric), Histological Pharmacognosy, Mineralogy, Phar-
maceutical Physics, Physics Laboratory, Commercial Pharmacy. 
Senior Year 
First Term-Inorganic Chemistry II, Arithmetical Chemi try 
and Pharmacy, Volumetric Analysis, Theoretical Pharmacy I, 
Manufacturing Pharmacy I, Materia Medica and Pharmacogno y I. 
Second Term-Organic Chemistry I, Physiological Ch mi try, 
Theoretical Pharmacy II, Manufacturing Pharmacy II, Materia 
Medica and Pharmacog}1osy II, Physiology, Physiology Laboratory. 
Third Term-Organic Chemistry II, Alkaloidal Analysis, The-
oretical Pharmacy III, Materia Medica III, Dispen ing, om-
mercia! Pharmacy II, Bandaging and First Aid, Therapeutic and 
Toxicology, Pharmaceutical Jurisprudence. 
Course for the Degree of Graduate in Pharmacy by Hour 
Lecture and Laboratory 
Recitation and rills 
Branches Number of Hours umber of Hour 
Chemistry-Inorganic . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 192 
Chemistry-Analytical ........... . 
(Qualitative and Quantitative) 3 
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Chemistry-Organic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120 
Chemistry-Physiological ........ . 
Chemistry-Alkaloidal Analysis ... . 
Botany and Histology ... ; . . . . . . . . 120 
Pharmaceutical Physics . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Pharmacy-Theoretical . . . . . . . . . . . 180 
Pharmacy-Manufacturing . ... ... . 
Dispensing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Materia Medica and Pharmacognosy 120 
Physiology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Mineralogy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Latin ..... ........ ......... ... .. 120 
Therapeutics and Toxicology. . . . . . 24 
Commercial Pharmacy . . . . . . . . . . . 85 
Bandaging and First Aid . . . . . . . . . 24 
Pharmaceutical Jurisprudence . . . . . 12 
Total for Ph. G ...... 1,195 
Provisional Daily Schedule 
Junior Year 
First Quarter 
60 
60 
150 
60 
24 
240 
120 
60 
24 
1,290 
6:30 
7:30 
8:30 
9:00 
Botany I 
Chapel Period 
Daily 
Inorganic Chemistry I 
Experimental Chemistry 
Botany Laboratory 
Latin I 
" 
" 
10:00 
11:00 
1:00 
2:00 
3:00 
4:00 
5:00 Chemistry Drill Mon., Wed., Fri. 
Lecture and recitation hours per day 
Laboratory and drill hours per day 
3. 
2.6 
Total 5.6 
6:30 
7 :30 Botany II 
8:30 Chapel Period 
Second Quarter 
Daily 
60 hrs. 
60 " 
60 " 
60 " 
60 " 
36 " 
60 hrs. 
60 " 
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9:00 Experimental Chemistry II Daily 60 hrs. 
10:00 Botany Laboratory 60 " 
11:00 
1:00 Qualitative Analysis H ~ 2:00 Qualitative Analysis 120 " 3:00 
4:00 Inorganic Chemistry IV " 60 " 
5:00 Pharmaceutical Latin 60 " 
Lecture and recitation hours per day 3. 
Laboratory and drill hours per day 4. 
Total 7 
Third Quarter 
6:30 
7:30 Pharmaceutical Physics Daily 60 hrs. 
8:30 Chapel Period H 
9:00 Inorganic Chemistry III H 60 " 
10:00 Physics Laboratory H 60 " 
11:00 Commercial Pharmacy " 60 " 
1:00 Quantitative Analysis " 
2:00 Quantitative Analysis " 120 " 
3:00 Histological Pharmacognosy 30 " 
4:00 Mineralogy 30 " 
5:00 
Lecture and recitation hours per day 3.5 
Laboratory and drill hours per day 3.5 
Total 7 
Senior Year 
Fir t Quarter 
6:30 
7:30 Inorganic Chemistry II aily 60 hrs. 
8:30 Chapel Period " 
9:00 Arithmetical Pharmacy Mon., Tues. 24 " 
Arithmetical Chemistry Wed., Thur., Fri. 3 u 
10:00 Theo1·etical Pharmacy I 6 " 
11:00 Volumetric Analysis H 6 
1:00 Manufacturing Pharmacy I " 12 ll 2:00 Manufacturing Pharmacy I tl 
3:00 Materia Medica and Pharmacogno y I tc tc 
4: 0 
20 
5:00 
6:·30 
7:30 
8:30 
9:00 
10:00 
11:00 
1:00 
2:00 
3:00 
4:00 
5:00 
6:30 
7:30 
8:30 
9:00 
10:00 
11:00 
1:00 
2:00 
3:00 
4:00 
5:00 
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Lecture and recitation hours per day 3. 
Laboratory and drill hours per day 4. 
Total 7 
Second Quarter 
Organic Chemistry I 
Chapel Period 
Daily 
Theoretical Pharmacy II 
Materia Medica and Pharmacognosy II 
Physiological Chemistry, (Urinary 
Analysis, Stomach 
Contents and Milk Analysis) 
Manufacturing Pharmacy II 
Manufacturing Pharmacy II 
Physiology 
Physiology Laboratory Tues., Thurs. 
" 
" 
" I 
" f 
" 
Lecture and recitation hours per day 4. 
Laboratory and drill hours per day 3.2 
Total 7.2 
· Third Quarter 
Organic Chemistry 
Chapel Period 
Daily 
Theoretical Pharmacy III 
Alkaloidal Analysis 
Dispensing 
Dispensing 
Materia Medica and Pharmacognosy III 
Therapeutics and Toxicology Mon., Wed. 
Bandaging and First Aid Tue., Thur. 
Pharmaceutical Jurisprudence Fri. 
" 
Lecture and recitation hours per day 4. 
Laboratory and drill hours per day 3. 
Total 7. 
60 hrs. 
60 " 
60 " 
60 " 
120 " 
60 " 
24 " 
60 hrs. 
60 " 
60 " 
120 " 
60 " 
24 " 
24 " 
12 " 
In addition to the above, a series of lecture on Commercial 
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Pharmacy covering twenty-five hours is given throughout the 
Senior year, on Tuesdays and Thursdays of every third week. 
At the unoccupied hours shown in the schedule, students may 
take, at their option, any subjects in other departments in which 
they may be interested. Many avail themselves of this oppor-
tunity, especially during certain terms, carrying a Language, Math-
ematics, Literature, etc. 
Strict adherence to this schedule will be maintained in so far 
as the number of hours and the arrangement of each quarter's 
work are concerned. It is provisional only in so far as the hour 
assigned to each class exercise may be varied. For example, in 
the first quarter of the Junior year, botany may be taught at 3:00 
instead of 7:30, Latin at 9:00 instead of 4:00, etc. 
Cour e for the Degree of Pharmaceutical Chemi t (Ph. .) 
This course comprises two years of twelve months each, or 
ninety-six weeks. Since the demand for pharmaci t of broad 
professional attainments is increasing with each pa sing year, 
this course has been arranged to furnish a more thorough train-
ing than could possibly be given in the Ph. G. course of seventy-
two weeks. Graduates of this course are exceptionally well pre-
pared for all kinds of pharmaceutical and general chemical work. 
They are especially qualified for the different phases of analytical 
chemistry which will enable them to fill positions in pharmaceuti-
cal laboratories, food laboratories, and in various manufacturing 
establishments. 
In addition to the hours given in the Graduate ourse as out-
lined on page 17, the Pharmaceutical Chemi t course pre cnts: 
Industrial Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
Water Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Bacteriology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
French or German . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240 
Gas Analysi ..................... . 
Ore and ement Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . 120 
Iron and Steel .................... . 
Blowpipe Analy is ................ . 
ynthetic Organic hemi try ...... . 
Food and Food Analy i .......... . 
Pharmacopoeial A aying ......... . 
Micro copy ..... .. ..... . .......... . 
Total for Ph, . , , , .. 1,. 31 2 7 
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Succession of Studies in the Course for the Degree of Pharma-
ceutical Chemist 
Junior Year 
First Term-Inorganic Chemistry I, Experimental Chemistry, 
Arithmetical Chemistry, Botany I, Botany Laboratory, Elemen-
tary Latin, French or German. 
Second Term-Inorganic Chemistry IV, Experimental Chemis-
try, Botany II, Botany Laboratory, Pharmaceutical Physics, 
Physics Laboratory, French or German. 
Third Term-Inorganic Chemistry III, Analytical Chemistry 
I, Pharmaceutical Latin, Histological Pharmacognosy, Mineralogy, 
French or German. · 
Fourth Term-Industrial Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry II 
(Gravimetric), Volumetric Analysis, Water Analysis, Bacteriology, 
Bacteriology Laboratory, French or German. 
Senior Year 
First Term-Inorganic Chemistry II, Advanced Analysis (in-
cluding Gas, Ore and Cement, and Iron and Steel), Theoretical 
Pharmacy I, Manufacturing Pharmacy I, Materia Medica and 
Pharmacognosy I, Arithmetical Chemistry and Pharmacy. 
Second Term-Organic Chemistry I, Physiological Chemistry, 
Theoretical Pharmacy II, Manufacturing Pharmacy II, Materia 
Medica and Pharmacognosy II, Blowpipe Analysis, Physiology, 
Physiology Laboratory. 
Third Term-Organic ChemistTy II, Alkaloidal Analysis, 
Theoretical Pharmacy III, MateTia Medica III, Dispensing, Com-
mercial Pharmacy II, Bandaging and First Aid, Therapeutics and 
Toxicology, Pharmaceutical Jurisprudence. 
Fourth Term-Synthetic Organics, Foods and Food Analysis, 
Pharmacopoeial Assay, Microscopy, Thesis. 
Course for the Degree of Bachelor of cience in Pharmacy 
This course comprises three years of twelve months each or 
one hundred twenty-four weeks. It is designed to add scholastic 
training to the work p1·esented in pharmacy proper and is ananged 
to include the Ph. C. course, having the same entrance require-
ments, namely, four years' high school or equivalent attainment. 
Graduates from this cour e are exceptionally well trained to 
fill the position of pharmacist, chemist or teacher, the last year 
of the course being particularly adapted to the needs of the 
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teacher of science. It will be observed that the second Ph. C. 
course has given ample training in chemistry and botany. To this 
is added either zoology or geology. In case more physics is desired 
it may be made the elective. To this there is also added a full 
year's work in psychology and pedagogy, a second year's work in 
French or German ~nd three terms in higher English. 
In addition to being a training course for teachers of science 
this constitutes a very practical foundation for the profession of 
dentistry or medicine. 
uccession of tudies in the Cour e for the Degree of Bachelor of 
cience in Pharmacy 
Fre hman Year 
Four terms, the same as in the Junior Ph. C. schedule. 
Junior Year 
Four terms, the same as in the Senior Ph. C. sch dule. 
enior Year 
Four credits are to be made each term or ixteen credits in 
all, as follows: Psychology and Pedagogy 4, Fr n h or German 
4, Higher Engli h 3, Zoology or Geology 3, Elective 2. 
There is now added to the hours given in the Ph. . Cour e 
on page 21: 
Psychology and Pedagogy . . . . . . . . . . . 240 
French or German . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180 
Zoology ........................... 180 18 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Total for B. S. in Pharm .......... 2,491 
The Po t-Graduate our e 
This course comprises one year of nine months and i mad 
up of work from the other cour es selected to m et th n d 
of each individual tudent. This doe not imply that the tud nt 
is to have le s than a complete program for each day. He mu t 
select, or have elected for him a many hours work er day a 
are required of the regular pharmacy tudent. 
This make an excellent review for tho who have b n out 
of touch with chool work for a time. Becau e of the fact th 
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selection of subjects is made with regard to the needs of the 
student, it makes this course preparatory to board examinations. 
Non-registered pharmacists may avail themselves of this special 
course for reviewing those particular subjects in which they have 
developed least strength, and they may enter any term in the 
year. 
Advantages 
The School of Pharmacy, being located in a small city, is 
free from many influences which often detract from a close at-
tention to study upon the part of the student. Thus more can be 
accomplished in the same length of time than is accomplished 
where the student's attention is divided between school work and 
outside employment and diversions. 
It is not considered advisable for students to find employment 
in stores for any considerable part of their time while pursuing 
their school work. 
The practical side of pharmacy is in no way underrated at 
this institution, but it is to the student's best interest to give 
his undivided attention to his studies while taking the course. 
Certainly not more than one-half as much can be learned in a 
school of pharmacy offering courses purporting to be of similar 
lengths where the time is equally divided between school work and 
store practice. It is also manifestly unfair to those who do not 
do outside work if the lessons are not graduated to the whole time 
student and equally objectionable if the assignments are made 
shorter and less difficult to accommodate those who are devoting 
only half their energies to school work. 
It must be understood that here instruction is given five day 
in the week throughout the entire nine months. 
The living expenses in a small city are much lower than in 
a large city. This makes it possible to take the complete course 
at much less expen e than would be incurred when taken in 
schools differently ituated. 
Requir ment for Admi ion 
The educational requirement for admi ion to the cour e for 
the degree of Graduate in Pharmacy (Ph. G.), i a certificate of 
having completed at least two year of a recognized high chool 
course or the equivalent as hown by properly certified creden-
tials or as determined by e amination. 
For the course for the degr e of Pharmaceutical Chemi t (Ph. 
C.), or for the d gree of Bach lor of cience in Pharmacy (B. 
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in Pharm.) , there is required a certificate of graduation from a 
recognized high school offering a four years' course, or the equiva-
lent as shown by properly certified credentials. 
For the Post-Graduate Course only those may enter as candi-
dates for a degree who have completed a Ph. G. course in this 
or some other recognized school of pharmacy. 
Anyone may enter, and at any time for special work or for 
purpose of review not leading to a degree. 
In case the applicant cannot meet the entrance requirements, 
his attention is called to the high school facilities of the University. 
Each applicant for admission to any of the courses must be 
of good moral character and not less than seventeen years of age. 
Applicants for admission to any of the courses, upon entrance, 
must present credentials showing their qualifications. 
Requirement for Graduation 
Candidates for graduation must have met the admission re-
quirements and must have completed all the subjects designated 
in the course of study with a grade equivalent to at least 80o/c , 
and with a record of attendance not falling below 80%. Examina-
tions are given at the end of each quarter upon the subjects cov-
·ered during that term. There are also final examination in 
Chemistry, Materia Medica, and Pharmacy which are obligatory, 
80% being the minimum passing grade. 
Credits will be accepted from other institutions where the 
admission requirements, number of hours actually spent in school, 
and the character of the work are equivalent to that offered by this 
school, but anyone who receives a degree in any of the courses in 
pharmacy must have attended the full Senior year in this institu-
tion. 
The degree of Graduate in Pharmacy (Ph. G.) will be con-
ferred upon those completing the seventy-two weeks cour e and 
also those completing the thirty-six weeks Po t-Graduate com· 
who were eligjble to enter for a degree. 
The degree of Pharmaceutical Chemist (Ph. C.} will be con-
ferred upon those completing the ninety-six weeks course. 
The degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy, B. S. in 
Pharm.) will be conferred upon those completing the one hundre 
forty-four weeks course. All fees must be paid before a degree 
is granted in any course. 
/ 
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A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF COURSES OFFERED 
Inorganic Chemistry I 
An introduction to chemistry is presented, including sufficient 
of the fundamental theories and laws pertaining thereto neces-
sary to give the beginner a comprehensive grasp of the subject. 
Descriptive work, including the non-metals only, is presented by 
lecture and demonstration. Time, one hour per day for twelve 
weeks, or sixty hours. Text used, Smith's College Chemistry. 
Experimental Chemistry I and II 
LaboratoTy expeTiments beaTing directly upon the class work 
offered are performed by each student. As much of the quanti-
tative is introduced as possible. This accompanies courses I and 
IV and a cTedit in each course is made subject to satisfactory 
laboratory work. Time, each one hour per day for twelve weeks, 
or sixty hours. Text, Timmons' Laboratory Manuals, Vols. I and 
II. 
Chemistry Drill 
This is a drill class, obligatory to all taking Chemistry 
I. The time is given to symbol, formula and equation writing, 
solution of problems, and general quiz work. Time, three hours 
per week for twelve weeks, or thirty-six hours. 
Inorganic Chemistry II 
Devoted to the study of theoretical and elementary physical 
chemistry. There is discussed the atomic theory; equivalent 
and atomic weights and methods of their determination; valency; 
electrolysis and the ionic theory; Mendelejeff's law; general prop-
erties of gases-Boyle's and Charles' laws; diffusion; liquefaction; 
kinetic theory; gene1·al properties of liquids-vapor density, vapor 
pressure, freezing point; solution; osmotic pressure; thermo-chem-
istry; and crystallography. Time, one hour per day for twelve 
weeks, or sixty hours. Text, Newth's Inorganic, Part I. 
Arithmetical Chemistry 
Covering pTactical chemical problems together with problems 
arranged to emphasize the relations and laws discu sed in clas . 
This course accompanies and is essential to the preceding one. 
No text required. Problems arranged by the instructor. T'm , 
three hour per week for twelve weeks, or thirty-six hour . 
OLD COLLEGE BUILDING PHARMACY 
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Analytical Chemistry I 
This is a laboratory course in qualitative analysis with lec-
tures and quizzes two hours per week. Systematic and special 
methods are presented for separating and recognizing all the 
common metallic and acid radicals. Particular attention is given 
to the determination of unknowns. Time, two hours per day for 
twelve weeks, or one hundred twenty hours. Text, Timmons' Quali-
tative Analysis. 
Inorganic Chemistry III 
Resume of Chemistry I, going into much more detail, with 
especial attention given to the pharmaceutical and manufacturing 
applications of this portion of chemistry. A thorough study of 
all non-metallic elements, including arsenic, antimony, and bis-
muth. Time, one hour per day for twelve weeks, or sixty hours. 
Text, Newth, Part II and Part III to Chapter IV. 
Analytical Chemistry II 
Gravimetric analysis is made the major throughout this term, 
although the qualitative composition of substances as unknowns 
is first determined and following this the quantitative relation-
ship. Advanced qualitative work including tests for common or-
ganic acids is given to fill in all spare time which the necessity of 
certain gravimetric operations admit. Lectures and quizzes two 
hours per week. Time, two hours per day for twelve weeks, or 
one hundred twenty hours. Text, N ewth's Qualitative and Quan-
titative Analysis. 
Volumetric Analysis 
The determinations made by the student in this course em-
brace acidimetry and alkalimetry, oxidation and reduction, and 
volumetric precipitation. A considerable number of the Pharma-
copoeial assays are made. The student receives a thorough train-
ing in preparation of standard solutions. The laboratory work is 
accompanied by lectures and quizzes. One hour per day for 
twelve week , or sixty hours. Text, Newth's Qualitative and 
Quantitative Analysi . 
Inorganic Chemistry IV 
A study of the pectroscope and it application , careful con-
ideration of all the common metals and their compound to-
gether with ufficient con ideration of rare metal . pecial at-
tention given to official ub tance and to tho e having pharma-
eutical or commercial importance. Radium and radio-activity and 
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its application discussed. Time, one hour per day for twelve 
weeks, or sixty hours. Text, N ewth's Inorganic, Part III com-
pleted. 
Organic Chemistry I 
An introduction to organic chemistry, and the aliphatic series 
covered. Optical activity discussed and the polariscope used. The 
subject of stereo-isomerism considered and illustrated with models. 
Experiments suggested by the text and others supplemental there-
to, performed by the instructor. Time, one hour per day for 
twelve weeks, or sixty hours. Text, Remsen. 
Organic Chemistry II 
A continuation of Organic I, covering the cyclic series. Ref-
erences made throughout both courses to all official organics a 
well as drugs or preparations containing them, the text-book b -
ing constantly supplemented by the pharmacopoeia, dlspensatorie , 
texts on pharmacy, and materia medica. Experiments by the in-
structor, as in the preceding course. Time, one hour per day for 
twelve weeks, or sixty hours. Text, Remsen, completed. 
Physiological Chemistry 
This course covers both a qualitative and quantitativ xamin-
ation of urine, making use of gravimetric and volumetric method , 
the centrifuge and microscope; analysis of ga tric contents and 
saliva; and an examination of milk including the detection of 
preservatives and determination of quantity of fat pres nt. 
Pamphlet, and notes given by instructor. Saxe, Holland and i-
mon's Clinical Diagnosis as reference books. No text required. 
Laboratory work interspersed with lectures and quizze . Time, 
one hour per day for twelve weeks, or sixty hours. 
Botany I and II 
The course in Botany includes a study of the morphology of 
the seeds, roots, stems, leave , flowers and fruit , togeth r with 
the various physiological processes of germination, food absorp-
tion, photosynthesis, assimilation, tran piration, re piration, p 1-
lination, fe1·tilization and dispersal of plant . Attention i gi n 
to the identification, classification and pre ervation of many o 
the common medicinal plants. By the study of a erie of typ 
representing the variou group of plants the tud nt ac uir s a 
knowledge of the plant kingdom a a whole, to ether with th 
origin and development of each group and th and 
theories of organic evolution. Plant breeding 
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value of plants, and forestry receive attention. The student is 
taught the various methods of making and preserving microscop-
ical preparations of plant tissues. Regular laboratory work ac-
companies lecture and recitations throughout the entire course. 
Time, one hour per day lecture and recitations for two t rm , or 
one hundred twenty hours, and one hour per day laboratory work 
for the same period, making two hundred forty hours in all. 
Text, Rusby with Kraemer, Bastin; Bessey, Vine and others as 
reference. 
Histological Pharmacognosy 
This work follows the courses in botany and deal with th 
microscopical study of drugs. Cells, tissues, hairs, granul , 
crystals, etc., as they occur in plant parts in section, powder, 
and precipitate are studied under the microscope. By comparing 
samples with standa1·ds the student is taught to identify the his-
tological elements as an aid to their identification and to the 
detection of adulterants. No text required. References, J ellifi , 
Greenish, Schneider and Sayre. Time, one hour per day for six 
weeks, Ol' thirty hours. 
Pharmaceutical Physics 
This course presents a resume of elementary physics, and in-
cludes motion; inertia; energy; hydrostatics; pneumatics; ther-
mometry; heat effects and heat transference; light reflection, re-
fraction, dispersion and polarization; magnetism and electricity. 
Throughout the quarter the application of the principle of 
physics to pharmaceutical problems is made prominent. An ac-
companying laboratory course is arranged to empha ize tho 
principles introduced dm·ing the lecture anrl re itation periods. 
Time, five hours per week of lecture, and fiv hou · laboratory 
for twelve weeks, or one hundred twenty hour in all. T xi, 
Cloud's Principles of Physics. 
Physiology 
cour e i 
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that given in medicine, the extensive physiological labor atory 
equipment of the Medical Department is at the disposal of the 
pharmacy student. Texts, Hough and Sedgw-ick or Martin's H u-
man Body. Time, five hours per week lectures and recitation 
and two hours per week labo1·atory for twelve weeks, or eighty-
four hours in all. 
Mineralogy 
In this cour e eighty specimen representing the common 
rocks and minerals are studied. Emphasis is placed upon the 
occurrence of the common r ock-forming mineral , and tho e which 
are of considerable economic value. Lecture upon cry talization 
and thorough quizzes are given. Te t, B nnett. Time, thirty 
hours. In the Ph. C. Course sixty hours laboratory work, con-
sisting mainly of blow-pipe analysi , are added to this cour 
making ninety hours in all. 
Commercial Pharmacy I 
The first half of the quarter is devoted to bookkeepin in 
which the student is taught to journalize bu in s tran action , 
to post the same, how to close the ledger, and how to k p a ca h 
book and a set of book especially recommend d for a 1·etail 
store. The form and method of commercial one ponden ar 
also taught. uring the la t half of the cour the fundam ntal 
principles of the law governing busine s transaction are tudied, 
especial attention being gi en to the following subjects: sal of 
personal property, negotiable in trument , partne1· hip, corpora-
tions, insurance and real property, bankil).g and bankrupt y. 
Texts, Benton' Practical Bookkeeping, and enc r' omm r i I 
Law. Time, on hour per day for tw lv week , or ixty hour . 
Latin I 
A thorough rill i given in the e · ntial 
Text, Collar and aniell. Time, one hou r 
week , or sixty hour . 
Pharmac utical Latin 
of Latin rammar. 
r day for tv lv 
A special drill in m dical and pharmac utica! term , pre · ri -
tion writing, etc. Text, rother and Bice. Tim , on h ur 
day for twel e we k , or ixty houT . 
Th r tical Pharma y 
Thi cour e is intend d to intro u · u n th . u j 
of Pharmacy. The nited tate harmacopo i and th 
tional Formula are thoroughly di cu · with re ard to history, 
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scope and purposes. The Dispensatories are also considered. 
Then are taken up in turn the subjects of metrology, specific 
gravity, heat and its applications to pharmacy including distil-
lation, methods of comminution, solution, crystallization, percola-
tion, maceration and filtration. A great variety of pharmacutical 
apparatus is available for demonstration .Purposes. The course 
consists of lectures and recitations. Time, one hour per day for 
twelve weeks, or sixty hours. Text, Arny's Principles of Phar-
macy, or Gaspari's Treatise on Pharmacy. 
Theoretical Pharmacy II 
This course covers the subject of galenical pharmacy. Each 
of the classes of pharmaceutical preparations such as waters, solu-
tions, infusions, decoctions, ·mucilages, mixtures, emulsions, syr-
ups, wines, elixirs, spirits, tinctures, fluid extracts, extracts, oleo-
resins, resins, collodions, oleates, liniments, ointments, plasters, 
suppositories, and others are taken up in turn. All of the Phar-
macopoeial and many of the National Formulary preparations be-
longing to these classes are considered individually. Time, one 
hour per day for twelve weeks, or sixty hours. Text, Arny, OI' 
Cas pari. 
Theoretical Pharmacy III 
This is essentially a review course. A systematic study is 
made of the Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary. Com-
ing, as it does, during the last term of the senior year, it serves 
the purpose of a very thorough review not only of pharmacy 
proper, but of materia medica and pharmaceutical chemistry. 
Time, one hour per day for twelve weeks, or sixty hours. Texts, 
United States Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary. 
Arithmetical Pharmacy 
This course is intended to provide a. thorough training in the 
calculations which nece sarily accompany many pharmaceutical 
operation . The student is thoroughly familiarized with all of 
the systems of weight and measures used in this country. The 
problems pre ented also coveT the subjects of specific gravity de-
terminations by all of the important methods, conver sion of ther-
mometer readings, percentage solutions, alligation etc. Time, 
two hours per week for twelve weeks, or twenty-four hour . Text, 
Ste ens Arithmetic of Pharmacy. 
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Manufactm·ing Pharmacy I 
This is a laboratory course in manufacturing chemistry, (inor-
ganic) accompanying Theoretical Pharmacy I and Materia Medica 
I. The student is required to manufacture two or thre r pre-
sentative solutions or official compounds of: chlorine~ sulphur, 
phosphates, sodium, potassium, ammonium, magnesium, calcium, 
zinc, aluminum, iron (including double and scale salts of th 
ferrous and ferric irons) , lead, mercury and ars nic. Thi course 
affords abundant practice in arithmetical calculation as well a 
manipulation of the pharmaceutical processe ,-solution, crystalli-
zation, distillation, sublimation, precipitation, filtration, clarifi a-
tion, etc. A sample of each of the sixty chemicals, manufactured 
in this course must be submitted to the in tructor, who ac pt 
it after the applicant passes a satisfactory quiz on the work in-
volved in the manufacture. Time, ten hours per we k for tw lv 
weeks, or one hundred twenty hours. Texts, Arny' Principl o 
Pharmacy, U. S. Pharmacopoeia, National Formulary, with a-
tiona! Standard Dispensatory as a reference. 
Manufacturing Pharmacy 11 
This is a continuation of Course I and i a labo1·atory cour 
accompanying Theoretical Pharmacy II. More advan d wo ·k i 
given in manufacturing chemistry. Many organic ch mical , in-
cluding extraction and purification of alkaloids, manufacture of 
acetanilid, salicylic acid and spirits of nitrou ether, (which i l o 
assayed by ga ometric method by use of a nitromete · and al o by 
use of an improvised apparatus that can be made from mat rial 
found in any drug store) are made. Galenical ar taken up in 
the following order: waters, spirit , olution , mucila , yrup , 
elixirs, glycerite , collodions, oleates, infu ion , deco tion , tinc-
tures, fluid extract , mixture , emulsion , liniment , xtra t , 
ins, and powders. From one to eight r pre entative o 
class, which involve the mo t difficultie in manufactur , r 
made. An individual quiz i given each tudent on ach of h 
seventy preparation of thi he ubmit th m to th 
in tructor for acceptance. Time, ten 
weeks, or one hundred twenty hour . 
cour e. 
Di p n ing 
The fir t portion of thi cour e i devot 
of tho e cla e of pr paration 
ly, uch a r t , ernul io 
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compressed tablets, tablet triturates, pills, solution of magnesium 
citrate and siedlitz powders. Following this comes actual pre-
scription work. The prescriptions compounded are carefully se-
lected with a view to familiarize the student with all of the dis-
pensing difficulties. The student is given a great deal of practice 
in dispensing remedies in form of powders,. in capsulating both 
solids and liquids, and in dispensing cachets and wafers. The 
conditions under which the student works approximate closely 
those found in the prescription pharmacy. Every prescription 
dispensed must be labeled and wrapped as in actual practice. The 
laboratory work is accompanied by lectures and recitations in 
which dispensing problems are thor oughly discussed. The sub-
ject of incompatibilities r eceives careful attention. Time, two 
hours per day for twelve weeks, or one hundred twenty hour . 
Texts, as in preceding courses. Scoville's Art of ompounding, 
and Ruddiman's IncompatibHities recommended. 
Materia Medica I 
This course is devoted t o inorganic materia medica, and is 
concerned principally with . the inorganic chemicals of the phar-
macopoeia. These are discussed from the standpoint of method 
of manufacture, physical and chemical properties, methods of 
identification, and uses. The student is provided with ample of 
all of the more important salts, and expected to be able to identi-
fy these by means of their physical properties. Time, one hour 
per day for twelve weeks, or sixty hours. Text, Arny, or Cul-
breth. 
Materia Medica II 
The student now begins the study of organic drug . The 
vegetable drugs are taken up in the order of their botanical c]a -
sification, commencing with those derived from the lower form 
of plant life. Careful attention is given to method of collection 
and preparation for market, commercial v rieti , m an o:f de-
tecting adulterant , active principles, propeTtie and u Th 
Institution i equipped with a very complete collection of v getabl 
drugs, and the tudent are provided with ample for x n:ina-
tion and study. Time, one hour per day for tw lve w k , or 
sixty hours. Text, Culbreth's Materia Medica and harma ology. 
Mat ria dica III 
This cour e is a continuation of oTganic materia medica. The 
vegetable drug are completed and the drug from animal urc 
ar studied. A con id rable tim i devot d to th udy of oil , 
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both fixed and volatile. Time, one hour per day foi· twelve weeks, 
or sixty hours. Texts as in Course II. 
Alkaloidal Analysis 
This is a laboratory course including both qualitative and 
quantitative work on the chemistry of the alkaloids. The student 
is taught to make tests for all of the more important alkaloids 
in galenical preparations, and in stomach contents. Practice is 
also given in the assay of alkaloidal drugs such as cinchona, nux 
vomica and opium. Time, one hour per day for twelve weeks, or 
sixty hours. No text required; notes given by the instructor. 
References, Pictet and Biddle, Autenreith, and Allen, Vols. VI and 
VII. 
Commercial Pharmacy II 
This subject is presented by an instructor of wide commercial 
experience as well as of extensive technical training. It consists 
of lectures on the subjects of clerks, clerkship and 1·elation to 
employer; establishing a business; buying, selling and advertising 
methods; collections; manufacturing; relation to laity and to 
the physician; business and professional ethics, etc. Time, twen-
ty-five hours, extending th1·oughout the senior year. No text 
required. Reference, O'Connor. 
Therapeutics and Toxicology 
These subjects given late in the course enable the in tru tor 
to apply to advantage the knowledge already gained of hemistry 
and materia medica. A systematic classification is made of drugs 
according to their therapeutic properties, and of poi on accord-
ing to their action, and methods of antidoting. Outlines given by 
the instructor. Time, two hour per week for twelve w eks, or 
twenty-four hours. 
Bandaging and Fir t id 
Realizing that the pharmaci t is often exp ct d in as · of a -
cident to render intelligent aid, either in the ab ence of or a a -
sistant to the physician, this course i offered. It con i ts in 
treatment of hemorrhages, collap e the application of common 
forms of bandage , aseptic and anti eptic care of wound , t . 
Time, two hour per ' eek for twelve week , r twenty-f ur hour·. 
No text required. 
Pharmac utica! Juri prud n 
An elementary and outline di cu ion of the main clivi ions 
of law, with practical application o the practk of pharmacy. 
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This course deals with the meaning and scope of jurisprudence; 
the general principals of the law of contract, tort, property, agen-
cy, partnership, commercial paper, and banking; liability of the 
pharmacist for his own acts in contract and in tort; liability for 
the acts of agents and servants; criminal liability; Federal and 
State regulation by statute of the business and practice of phar-
macy. Time, one hour per week for twelve weeks, o1· twelve 
hours. 
For the Pharmaceutical Chemist Course, in addition to the 
preceding, the following described courses are offered: 
French 
To tlie average student of French, the aim is intelligent un-
destanding and translation into English of current French reading 
and literature. Besides this, the course is intended to suggest 
to the student an appreciation of the cultural value of the subject 
and its application to his profession. A year of four terms consist 
in the study of French grammar, drill in idioms, pronunciation, 
translation of modern French texts, and n wspaper reading. 
Classes in conversation are provided in addition to the r gular 
courses. 
Texts, The New Chardenal, ·Meras' Verbs and Verbal Idioms, 
Readings in Maupassant, Daudet, Dumas, Merimee, and French 
History. Time, one hour per day for four terms, or two hund1·ed 
forty hours. 
A second year of four term is made up of course including 
composition, dictation, sight and free translation into Engli h and 
French, studies of Balzac, Hugo, Sand, ana the survey of French 
geographical and sociological conditions. 
Course VII, 19th Century French rama. 
Course VIII, Moliere and hi period. 
German 
Not less than four terms if German i el cted as the mod rn 
language, will be accepted in the Pharmac utical hemi t cour e. 
In the first term reading and grammar is given, great care b ing 
taken that the student acquire a pure pronunciation. Thi work i 
continued the econd term, the memorizing and inging of erman 
folk songs and conver ation being a feature of the cla ex rei . 
In the third term there are taught th prin ipal part 
strong verb , folk ong and elementary compo ition an a r a -
ing of Im Vaterland-a de cription of ermany and the manner 
and customs of the erman . During the four th t rm mm n ee 
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and Hoeher als die Kirche are read, with conversation, composition 
and grammar continued. The aim throughout is to use English 
less and less in the class room and thus stimulate the 
art of speaking German. Time, one hour per day for four terms, 
or two hundred forty hours. Texts, Bacon's Grammar, Roessler's 
Essentials, and German Classics. 
If a satisfactory reason is given, the student may elect either 
Spanish or Italian for his course in modern language instead of 
French or German. 
Bacteriology 
General Bacteriology is first considered. A study of common 
pathogenic organisms follows. Some consideration is then given 
to bacteria in the arts and industries; also a study of bacteria 
of water and milk and its products. In the laboratory steriliza-
tion, preparation of media and staining methods are given. Then 
is taken up a study of non-pathogenic organisms followed by study 
of the more common pathogenies. The latter part of the course 
is given to examination of water, milk, ice cream, etc., qualitatively 
and quantitatively. Water examination is made with special ref-
erence to sewage pollution. Text, Jordan. Time, one hour per day 
for twelve weeks, or sixty hours lecture and recitation, and sixty 
hours laboratory, or one hundred twenty hours in all. 
Industrial Chemistry 
Lectures on fuels, waters, fertilizers, explosives, lime and ce-
ments, glass, ceramics, destructive distillation processes and pro-
ducts, petroleum, soap , carbohydrates, fermentation product , 
manufacture of heavy chemicals, etc. Text, Benson, with Thorp, 
Sadtler, Rogers and Wagner a references. Time, three hour 
per week for twelve weeks, or thirty-six hours. 
Water naly i 
Thi cour e i gi en concunent with the cour e in Bacteriol-
ogy, o that a complete anitary a well a chemical examination 
of water may be made. It i e entially, mainl a laboratory 
cour e. Text Leffmann, or Ma on. Time, one hour per day for 
twelve week , or ixt hour . 
d anc d ual 
There i pre en ted her fir t simple analy ·i of furnace ga , 
illuminating ga , and anitar examination of air. Text Franzen. 
ote and dire tion by the in tructor with reference to u ton 
lowe and oleman ewth, and other . Time, two hour per day 
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for three weeks, or thirty hours. Second, a quantitative analysis 
of cements and common ores of iron, copper, zinc, lead, silver, etc. 
Application will be made of principles and technique acquired in 
gravimetric and volumetric analysis. No text required. Notes, 
directions and references given as in the preceding. Time, two 
hours a day for four weeks, or forty hours. Third, a short course 
in the ordinary technical examination of iron and steel, coke, lime-
stone, and slag. No text required. Notes and direction as above, 
together with general 1·eferences to analytic texts and special 
reference to Blair. Time, two hour per day for fiv week , or 
fifty hours. One hundred twenty hours in all given in this course. 
Pharmaceutical Te ting 
Many important U. S. P. tests, both qualitative and quanti-
tative, not presented elsewhere in the cour. e, will be tak n up 
here. Practical examination of variou · pharmaceutical will b 
made to determine if they come within the "purity rubric" d -
mand. Text, United State Pharmacopo ia, tog ther with vari-
ous r ferences. Time, one hour per day for one term, or ixty 
hours. 
ynthetic hemi try 
A laboratory course in which a el cted list of ub tance i 
made illustrative of typical clas es of compound , and of typ 
reactions. Both the alipathic and the cyclic rie are dealt with. 
Text, Cohen, with Gattermann, and Las ar- ohn a ref r nc .. 
Time, two hour per day for one term, or on hunch· d tw nty 
hours. 
Food and Food naly i 
A laboratory cour e accompani d by lectur . 
embrace a con ideration of the diff rent cla of food princi-
ple , the amount of each nece ary, and the purpo e rv y 
each. Different varietie of foods ar con ider d in om d tail, 
together with a di cu ion of their adulteration. Th national 
and state food and drug law are di cu ed. 
The laborator vork includ 
of food material 
alcoholic beverage . The 
vari ty of hemical apparatu an 
or inary pharmaceu ical ·work. Tim 
tw lve we k , or two hundr d f rty 
earn ' ith \ oodman, 'Vinton an 
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Microscopy 
A laboratory course devoted to the microscopical examination 
of powdered foods and drugs. Most of the crude organic drugs 
purchased by the pharmacists are in a comminuted condition, 
and in this state adulterations are difficult to detect by ordinary 
or macroscopical examination. Hence, it becomes necessary that 
the pharmacist who would be assured of the quality of the vege-
table drugs used in the manufacture of his preparations, be pre-
pared to use the microscope intelligently. The ninth revision of 
the Pharmacopoeia devotes considerable space to the description 
of the appearance of powdered drugs as viewed under the micro-
scope. Time, one hour per day for twelve weeks, or sixty hours. 
Text, Greenish, with Winton as reference. 
Debating and Parliamentary Law 
A course of eighteen nights in debating, covering a period of 
two terms and twelve hours in Parliamentary Law given on Satur-
days of one term is essential to graduation in any course. 
Fees and Expenses 
No matriculation fee is charged. The general tuition of $20 
per term not only admits the student to all courses offered in the 
School of Pharmacy but to those in other departments as well, 
with certain exceptions, such as music, law or dentistry. The 
tuition, if paid in advance for the six terms necessary to complete 
the course for the degree of Graduate in Pharmacy, is fixed at 
$110.00. This makes a reduction of one-half term1s tuition, or 
$10.00. If paid eight months in advance, the tuition is $145.00, 
making a saving of $15.00 fo1· those taking the course for the 
degree of Pharmaceutical Chemist. If paid for twelve terms 
in advance the tuition is $210.000, thus making a saving of $30.00 
for those taking the course for the degree of Bachelor of Science 
in Pharmacy. There is also a furthe1· provision that in case of 
withdrawal, regular term rates a1·e charged for the time in attend-
ance, including that term in which the student leaves, and all 
money paid in excess of this charge is refunded. Thus no one is 
obliged to continue work in this University if dissatisfied. 
The laboratory fees are as follows: 
Experimental Chemical Laboratory fee, two term , each .. $ 3.00 
Analytical Chemical Laboratory fee, two term , each...... 4.00 
Physical Laboratory fee, one term....................... 2.50 
Pharmaceutical Laboratory fee, two term , each.......... 7. 0 
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Dispensing Laboratory fee, one term .................... . 
Physiological Laboratory fee, one term ................. . 
Botanical Laboratory fee, two terms, each .............. . 
Physiological Chemical Laboratory fee, one term .......... . 
Volumetric Chemical Laboratory fee, one term ........ ... . 
Mineralogy fee, one term ............................... . 
Alkaloidal Chemical Laboratory fee, one term ........... . 
Histological Laboratory fee, one term ................... . 
And in addition for the Pharmaceutical Chemist Course: 
Bacteriological Laboratory fee, one term ................. . 
Water Analysis fee, one term ......... . ................ . 
·Advanced Analysis (Gas, Ore and Iron) fee, one term ..... . 
Synthetic Organics fee, one term ...................... . 
Food Analysis fee, one term ............................ . 
Pharmacopoeial Assaying fee, one term ...... . .......... . 
Microscopy fee, one term ............................... . 
Blow-pipe Analysis fee, one term ...................... . 
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7.00 
1.00 
1.50 
2.50 
3.50 
1.00 
3.50 
1.00 
3.50 
2.50 
4.00 
7.r:::o 
12.0 
3.5 
2.0 
2.00 
These charges pay for all gas, water, chemicals, and use of 
apparatus. A charge is made for any breakage, and al o for 
filters, towels, vials, etc., which become the property of the tu-
dent, and a deposit of $1.00 in Experimental hemi try and $2.00 
in Analytical Chemistry is also made against breakage. This 
deposit is refunded less that part actually used by the tudent. 
There are no other special charge , uch as examination fe and 
quiz class fees. The graduation fee is fixed uniformly t $7.5 for 
each degree given. 
A summary of expen e may be made as follow : 
Tuition $20.00 per quarter, or if paid in advance, 110. for 
the six terms of the Graduate in Pha1·macy our ; $145. fo1· 
the eight terms of the Pharmaceutical hemist Course, and $21 . 0 
for the Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy our . The laboratory 
fees are a low a~ the equipment and mal rial fu1·ni h d will per-
mit them to e. There i no reduction for th ir paym nt in ad-
vance. 
Board may be had a $ 3. to $36. per term o t.w lve 
weeks, payable by the term or quart r, being at the r t. of 2.75 
to $3.00 per week. 
Furni hed room for rent a1·e anang d in uit 
be occupied by two student . The charg are 
$1 .00 p r term, being at the rate of 5 c nt to 
for each stud nt. Ther i no additional xp n 
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and light. The cost of heat does not exceed $5.00 per term of 
three months even in the most severe weather, while the cost of 
light depends entirely upon the individual student. Private fam-
ilies will duplicate these rates, so that the student may exercise 
his pleasure in taking accommodation with the University or 
elsewhere. 
Board, tuition and furnished rooms for each Pharmaceutical 
Chemist year of forty-eight weeks, if paid in advance, $246.00 to 
$286.00, or for each Graduate in Pharmacy year of thirty-six 
weeks, $192.00 to $222.00. 
For further information on any point not made clear in 
this announcement, address 
Henry B. Brown, President, Oliver P. Kinsey, Vice-President, 
or George D. Timmons, Dean of the School of Pharmacy, 
Valparaiso, Indiana. 
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GRADUATE IN PHARMACY CO R E 
Graduates May 24, 1917 
Beavers, Thomas N ... . ............... ..... Churubusco, IndiaRa 
Bitowski, Charles Casimir ...................... Souvalki, Poland 
Blanner, Julia Eleanor .................. Watertown, Connecticut 
Branstrator, Grace Kimmel. ................ Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Brown, Otis E ................................ Marvin, Mis ouri 
Clymens, Floyd F ............... ... .... ... ....... Aurelia, Iowa 
Cooley, C. Lynn ............................. Fremont, Michigan 
Craggs, Harold B ............................ Kilbourne, Illinoi 
Crain, Dewey ........................... : ... Carterville, Illinois 
Drews, Elmer G .......................... Plainview, Minne ota 
Evandoll, David, Jr .................. Huntington, West Virginia 
Farris, Evan LeRoy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . orwich, Kansa 
Fisher, Arthur Raymond .................. .. Jerseyville, Illinoi 
Fleming, Thaddeus A ...................... Arlington, Tennes e 
Gaebe, Edwin D ..................... New alem, North akota 
Gates, Harold A ............................ Valparaiso, Indiana 
Haislip, R. Earl ............................... Troy, Tenness e 
Hattenburg, Albert F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lifton, Illinoi 
Hogan, Arthur J...................... ... arlington Wisconsin 
Houvener, Harold L ........................... Delton, Michigan 
Kooken, Fred Fuhrman ........................ Decatur, Indiana 
Ling, Leland L ................................ Hebron, Indiana 
Lingo, William B ...................... Greenville, West Virginia 
Love, Ralph A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cio, hio 
Meyners, Henry Arnaldo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ew ork, N w York 
Moorman, Carrie A .......................... Ru hvill , ndiana 
Mulford, Ariel B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . incinnati, hio 
Piette, G. W. Lloyd. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ltoona, Pennsylvania 
Prickett, Henry Lawrence ................ . ... Trinity, K ntu ky 
Randall, lifford ................... Port Jeff r on, w ork 
Ruiz, J o eph Guzman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ienfuega , uba 
alcedo, ilverio T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t. Jacinto Philippin 
chmidt, A. El a ...................... Leipzig- tunz, erm ny 
hwiff, Paul. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hica o, Illin i · 
olon, Bernard M ...................... ... ......... Logan hi 
pencer, Wat on 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lparai o, In ian 
nachod ky, braham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hicago Illin i · 
taton, Alice ilh it ....................... Mar hall kl homa 
terling, Geraldine.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nv r, olorc 
tumpf Elizabeth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hica o Illinoi 
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Summer, Eckford L ....................... Meridian, Mississippi 
Timmons, Gerald D ......................... Valparaiso, Indiana 
Wark, Robert C., Jr ....................... Valparaiso, Indiana 
Weidman, Roy S ......................... Patterson, New Jersey 
Whittington, E. Frank ................... East Jordan, Michigan 
Woodruff, Newton H ......................... Smithfield, Utah 
Yerly, Joseph, Jr ....... . .................... Taylorville, Illinois 
Y ovaish, John ..... . .......................... Rockford, Illinois 
REGISTER OF STUDENTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY 
Seniors 
Wakeman, Frank B ...................... Wells bridge, New York 
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMIST COURSE 
Seniors 
Brockman, Edv..rard ......................... St. Louis, Missouri 
Bitowski, Charles .................. . .......... Souvalki, Poland 
Blanner, Julia E ........................ Watertown, Connecticut 
Craggs, H. B ................................ Kilbourne, Illinois 
lymens, Floyd .................................. Aurelia, Iowa 
Kooken, Fred F ..................... .. .... ... Decatur, Indiana 
Mulford, Ariel B ..... .......... . ..... .. Kennedy Heights, Ohio 
Piette, G. W. Lloyd ...................... Altoona, Pennsylvania 
Prickett, Lawrence ........................... Trinity, Kentucky 
Ruiz, Jose ................................... Cienfuegas, Cuba 
Shwiff, Paul .................................. Chicago, Illinois 
nachodsky, Abraham .......................... Chicago, Illinois 
Summer, E. L ............................ Meridian, Mis i sippi 
Whittington, E. F ....................... Ea t Jordan, Michigan 
GRAD TE I PH RM Y R E 
enior 
Ba ett, C. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salt Lake City, Utah 
Beavers, Thoma· N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hurubu co, Indiana 
Bitow ki, ha .......... .......... ............ Souvalki Poland 
Blanner Julia .......................... Watertown, onnecticut 
Branstrator, Grac ....................... Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Brockman, Ed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t. Louis, Mi ouri 
Brown, Oti E ............................. Valparai o, Indiana 
Chri tley, W. L .............. ............ ..... hicago, Illinoi 
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Clymens, Floyd .................... ..... ....... Aurelia, Illinois 
Cooley, C. L .......................... ..... Fremont, Michigan 
Craggs~ H. B .......................... ..... Kilbourne, Illinois 
Crain, Dewey ............................... Carterville, Illinois 
Drews, E. G .................... . ...... ... Plainview, Minnesota 
Evandoll, David ......... · ......... .. ..... Red Star, West Virginia 
Farris, Evan L ........................ . ...... Norwich, Kansas 
Fisher, Arthur R ............................ Jerseyville, Illinois 
Fleming, T. A ........................... Arlington, Tennessee 
Gaebe, Erwin ...................... . New Salem, North Dakota 
Gates, Harold ............................. Valparaiso, Indiana 
Haislip, R. E ................................. Troy, Tennes ee 
Hatten burg, Albert ............................. Clifton, Illinois 
Hogan, Arthur ........................... Darlington, Wisconsin 
Houvener, Harold L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . alton, Michigan 
Klinkenburg, Paul . .... .... . ... .. .... ...... Kendallville, Indiana 
Kooken, Fred F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ecatur, Indiana 
Ling, L. L ............... ...................... Hebron, Indiana 
Lingo, W. B ...................... .... Grenville, West Virginia 
Love, Ralph A ..................................... Scio, Ohio 
Myners H. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ew York, New York 
Moorman, Carrie. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . u hville, Indiana 
Mulford Ariel B ...... : .................. Kennedy Heights, Ohi 
Piette, G. W. Lloyd .................. ... Altoona, Pennsylvania 
Powell, Roscoe ................................. Liberty, Kansa 
Prickett, Lawrence .................... ...... . Trinity, Kentucky 
Randall, Clifford S .................... Fort Jefferson, ew York 
Ruiz, Jose. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ienfuego , uba 
Salcedo, Silverio T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . an Jacinto, hilippine I land 
Schmidt, A. Elsa ..................... .. Leipzig- tunz, Germany 
Shwiff, Paul. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hicago, Illinoi. 
Snachodsky, Abraham.................. .. ..... hicago, Illinoi 
Solon, Marion ........................ . ........... Logan, hio 
Spencer, Watson 0 ......................... Valparai o, Indiana 
Staten, Alice .......................... .... Mar hall, klahorna 
Sterling, Josephine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . enver, olorad 
Stumpf, Elizabeth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hicago, Illinoi 
Summer, E. L ..................... .... .... M ridan Mi i ippi 
Timmon , Gerald ........................... Valparai o, Indiana 
Wark, Robert ......................... .. ... Valparai o Indian 
Weidman, Roy S .......................... Pater on, w J er y 
Whittington, E. F ....................... Ea t Jordan, ichi an 
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Woodruff, Newton H ...... ......... · ............ Smithfield, Utah 
Yerly, Jos .................... .............. Taylorville, Illinois 
Yovaish, John ................................ Rockford, Illinois 
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMIST COURSE 
Juniors 
Boyle, James .................. Pleasant Mountain, Pennsylvania 
Breese, Leona M ................................... Ross, Ohio 
• Carney, Landon ........................ Cocoanut Grove, Florida 
Christnagel, W. E ........................ Ivoryton, Connecticut 
Crust, George D .......................... Brainerd, Minnesota 
Dabrowski, Julian ......................... Suffield, Connecticut 
Echols·, R. T ........ · .......................... Longview, Texas 
Elvig, Harry N ........................... Brainerd, Minnesota 
Escovar, J ................................. Medellin, Colombia 
Ferguson, Lola A ........................... Kempton, Indiana 
Grassel, Otto ............................. Menominee, Michigan 
Hughes, Wayne S ....................... . ..... Ellwood, Indiana 
Kessler, Edw .................................. Hecker, Illinois 
Lovell, Gertrude .......................... Frederickstown, Ohio 
Loy, Bernard C . ....... ............... Buckman, West Virginia 
Mandelbaum, R ................ · .............. Detroit, Michigan 
N aar, Orlando ........................... Bamanquilla, Colorado 
Pickrell, J. Elbert ......................... Middlebury, Indiana 
Schueler, Walter F ......................... York, Pennsylvania 
Spieshandler, J. H ....................... New York, New York 
Stead, Ira ............................. Exchange, Pennsylvania 
Steinhardt, Benjamin ...................... New York, New York 
Stouffel', Helen ................................. Leetonia, Ohio 
Wilson, W. F ............... : ... ....... Franklin, Pennsylvania 
Yanakiff, Gordon ............................ Losengrad, TuTkey 
GRA'D ATE I PHARMACY COUR E 
Junior 
Anderson, William A .......................... Rockland, Maine 
Andreopoules, Athan .......................... Chicago, Illinois 
Atanasoff, George ........................ . . Souchitza, Bulgaria 
Badami, Frank ................................ Denison, Texas 
Boyle, James .................... Pleasant Mound, Pennsylvania 
Bree e, Leona ...................................... Ross, Ohio 
Britton, G. D ...................... Summerfield, North Carolina 
Broderick, Stanley . . ........................ Saginaw, 1ichigan 
Brubaker, Earl. .............................. Ohio City, Ohio 
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Carney, Landon ........................ Cocoanut Grove, Florida 
Carpenter, A. T ........................ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Cline, H. L ............................. Orbisonia, Pennsylvania 
Cotton, Albert ................................ Manilla, Indiana 
Coulter, J. K ............................... Collins, Mississippi 
Cranor, F. E ................................... Temple, Texas 
Davis, Spence1· A.; .......................... Springfield, Ohio 
Edison, Austin G ............................ Kankakee, Illinois 
Elliott, Lawrence .............. North Alexandria, Pennsylvania 
Ellis, Jerry D ........................... New York, New York 
Escovar, J .......... . ...................... Medellin, Colombia 
Findling, Paul. ............................ Valparaiso, Indiana 
Garretson, H. S ............................ Madeline, California 
Gruner, E. Falk ..................... Asherville, North Carolina 
Harper, Hobart .............................. LaCrosse, Kansas 
Harrison, Oscar T ......................... Christopher, Illinois 
Helbraun, Louis ............................... Chicago, Illinois 
Hes.s, Edw. A ................................ Albion, Nebraska 
Hershberg, Sidney. : ............... South Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Hirst, Kenneth E ............................. Freeport, Illinois 
Horton, Bessie M ................................ Wirt, Indiana 
Howison, Alan D ........................ Blountville, Tennessee 
Hunsucker, R. D ................ . ............... Staples, Texas 
Ivey, Walter ............................... Sallisan, Oklahoma 
Jackson, J. T ................................. Monon, Indiana 
Johnston, j as. H ............................. Blake, Oklahoma 
Jones, Dolan ....................... Thomasville, Nor th Carolina 
Kee, C. B .................................. Lafayette, Indiana 
Kelley, Edwin L ........................... Logansport, Indiana 
Law, Maurice .................................. Elba, Alabama 
Lechlinski, Joseph ....................... Parsons, Pennsylvania 
Ludgin, M ............................... Hartfo1·d, Connecticut 
McWhinney, W ............................. Anaconda, Montana 
Means, G. Robert ............................ Saybrook, Illinois 
Mendralski, W. J.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hicago, Illinois 
Miller, Chris .............................. Brodhead, Wiscon in 
Neely, Paul. .................................... Rayland, Ohio 
Nelson, Ocus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ipley, Tenne 
Nevis, Lucille. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . uffalo, w York 
Nicks, J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . umb rland Fall , Tenne e 
Patton, Arch K ....................... We tern Grov , Arkansas 
Paxson, J o eph I. ....................... Altoona Pennsylvania 
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Press, Fritz ................................ Winside, Nebraska 
Rowe, William ........................ . ........ Akron, Indiana 
Rueda, R .............................. .. . Bjiananga, Colombia 
Schwartz, Herbert ...................... · ... Royalton, Minnesota 
Scott, G. V ......................... . .......... Chicago, Illinois 
Shermer, Dayton ............................ . . Chicago, Illinois 
Shipp, John ............................... Scottsboro, Alabama 
Simsarian, Nishan H ................. West Hoboken, New Jersey 
Slawinski, F. A ... . ......... . ..... . . Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Smith, Henry ............... . ........... Crown Point, Indiana 
Smith, H. H ............ . ................. Crown Point, Indiana 
Solinko, Roman ................... . ....... .. .. Chicago, Illinois 
Stacy, Winton . . ....................... . .... Princeton, Missouri 
Stith, Van B . . .... . ........ . .. . .............. Rosedale, Indiana 
Taylor, D. L .. . ......... . ....... . . . . Turtle Point, Pennsylvania 
Van Tilburg, Donald ........ . ... . ...... . . . . . ... Coesse, Indiana 
Turner, Ward .... . ....... . ... . ... . ........ . Leland, Mississippi 
Villaroman, Hugo ... . ........................ Philippine Islands 
Vines, Percy E ......... . .................... Village, Arkansas 
Wallack, Leo ................................ . . Chicago, Illinois 
Wilson, Anna Marie ..................... North Madison, Indiana 
Yates, Earl ........................... Philadelphia, Mississippi 
Young, C. S ... . ......... . ........... .. . Mahaffey, Pennsylvania 
Zajowski, Anthony ........ . . . . . ....... Wilksbarre, Pennsylvania 
Valparaiso University 
T HIS IS ONE OF THE LARGES'I' EDUCA-
TIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN THIS 
COUNTRY. THE ANNUAL ENROLL-
MENT IS MORE THAN FIVE THOUSAND 
DIFFERENT STUDENTS. 'rHE ADV AN-
'rAGES ARE UNSURPASSED. 
The following departments are maintained: 
Preparatory, High School, Primary Meth-
ods, Kindergarten Methods, Commerce, 
Phonography and Typewriting, Review 
for Teachers, Education, Arts and Sci-
ences, Engineering_, Architecture, Manual 
Training, Agriculture, Expression and 
Public Speaking, Music, Fine Art, Do-
mestic Science, Pharmacy, Law, Medi-
cine and Dentistry. 
For information of any of the above department 
ADDRE 
Valparaiso University 
Valparaiso -.- Indiana 
Valparaiso University publishes the following bulletins: 
The General Catalog 
The High School Department 
The School of Public Speaking 
The School of Music 
The School of Engineering 
The School of Agriculture 
The School of Pharmacy 
The Law School 
The School of Medicine 
The School of Dentistry 
The Alumni Quarterly 
The Summer School 
Any of the above bulletins may be obtained free by applying to 
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
